PROTEST SONGS!

The song "He ain't __, He's My Brother" is associated with Vietnam
John Lennon sang that we should "Give __ a Chance"
"The ___ They Are a-Changin'" according to Bob Dylan
__ Guthrie sang "This Land Is Your Land"
John __ Mellencamp's songs have explored many political issues
The 1960s song "Abraham, __, and John" is a tribute to social change
This was "Blowin' in the Wind" in Bob Dylan's 1963 song
Depression era song: "__, Can You Spare A Dime?"
Amnesty International has adopted this John Lennon song
In 2006 Neil Young sang "Let's ___ the President"
"__ of War" is by Bob Dylan
"War! Huh, yeah, what is it good for? Absolutely __, say it again..."
Pete Seeger wrote several anti-war and ___ songs in the 50s and 60s
"__" by Alice in Chains is about a soldier's experience in Vietnam
"__/Let the Sunshine in" by the Fifth Dimension is from Hair
Guns N' Roses said ______ "feeds the rich while it buries the poor"
American Idiot by ______ was released in 2004
Paul Hardcastle sang about this average age of a Vietnam soldier
"We Shall ___" was the anthem of the U.S. civil rights movement
Springsteen's "Born in the USA" refers to returning Vietnam ___
Joni Mitchell, Counting Crows and others sang about a ____ Taxi
Billy Joel sang about cold war events in his song ___
They sang "One" and "For Whom the Bell Tolls"
This group protested war with "Die Hard The Hunter" & "Gods of War"
"Alice's ___" by Arlo Guthrie protested the Vietnam War draft
Barry McGuire sang about the "Eve of ___" in 1965
In English, German singer Nena sang about "99 ____" in 1984
The song "Turn! Turn! Turn!" is from the Bible's Book of ___
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